Clinical decision support systems for personalized healthcare
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Abstract—Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) are indispensable parts of individualized healing and therapy. Although several solutions exists, none of them could exploit the opportunities of modern healthcare devices due to the lack of information integration from these instruments. In most of the cases the available CDSS are data-based systems with clearly determined use-cases, but without patient models. The paper reviews theoretically feasible CDSS with data- and model-based properties for better personalized healthcare outcome. Such an integrated system collects all available patient data collaborating with the individualized mathematical models; hence, could reach better results in making decisions and predictions about the actual and future state of the patient. Specific challenge to be solved focuses on the synchronization of the operations with the healthcare professionals providing useful assistance for the patients. At the end, two concrete examples are discussed based on the presented aspects: control of anesthesia and glycemic control in Intensive Care Units.

I. INTRODUCTION

Decision support systems (DSS) are computer based systems that supports decision-making processes [1]. Systems which might support decision making are classified as DSS as well [2]. The investigation of application roles of DSS dates back to the 1970s [3], but they still provide research possibilities. Many guidance and survey can be found in the topic [4]. The first applications were business and management related [5], nevertheless they are applied widely nowadays, being included in agriculture, traffic control or medical problems [6]–[8]. The mostly researched field represents today the medical decision support being especially important in the age of internet of things and healthcare personalization.

The most common taxonomy for DSS is based on [4] and can be distinguished in the followings:
- Communication-driven DSS;
- Data-driven DSS;
- Document-driven DSS;
- Knowledge-driven DSS;
- Model-driven DSS.

From medical application point of view the advantageous classes are data-driven, knowledge-driven or model-driven DSS. The knowledge solving DSS uses the accumulated information in a particular domain (in present case the given medical field/disease) resulting by the evaluated data to a given action.

In medical field staff must record certain events that can be used to recover some necessary (personalized) information [9]. If the storage of these information is web-based, it cannot support only work at a certain clinic, but world widely in a cloud [10]. Hence, two problems could appear: the amount of available information makes it hard to handle them, or the information are unstructured. For the first problem data mining solutions can be applied. However, the lack of structure can still prohibit the effective decision making. This is why some kind of structuring, modeling of information, need to be applied focusing on model-based medical data handling [11], [12].

The current paper reviews how a DSS can be designed for clinical application, considering personalized health requirements. The benefits of knowledge-driven and model-driven DSS are combined focusing on web-based interclinical knowledge share and model-based engineering possibilities. The paper details the necessary steps and components (e.g. creation of subsystems, environment considerations). The theoretical aspects are highlighted on two application fields: control of anesthesia and support of glycemic control.

II. CDSS FOR PERSONALIZED HEALTHCARE

In this section we give a general description of a feasible DSS which could be used supporting medical staff in taking more precise estimates about the patients’ actual and future conditions, and the necessary operations to reach an optimal solution in patient care.

The following key features are necessary during the development of a model-based CDSS system:
- Utilization of the required environment;
- Delimiting the indispensable subparts of a model-based CDSS;
- Modeling questions;
- Available data sources;
- Running environment;
- Usability questions.

These can be defined as milestones for the CDSS as well and we give more details on each of them in the followings.
A. Utilization of the required environment

The first step in a CDSS design is to decide the environment on what we want to operate our system. Determining the feasibility borders of the system is not a trivial task. Hospitals have several departments which can be divided into different categories. The main parts that are independent from the departments and from the patient care viewpoint are the surgical environments and the therapeutic environments [13], [14].

The definition of a surgical environment is clearly defined: sterile spaces divided in patient, medical staff, medical tools and devices parts where the active interventions take place [15]. While there is no unequivocal definition of therapeutic spaces, intensive care units (ICU), visiting areas, etc., belong in this group.

When developing a CDSS system, the operational environment determines who and how could use the system, what are the important indicators, what are the necessary and the available data ( [16]). In a surgical environment obviously much more patient data can be collected since the medical staff deals with a given patient; hence, the medical devices record and visualize the vital signs of that patient. As a result, quality aspects of available resources can be increased ( [7]).

In a therapeutic environment, the spectra of available resources are wider. In ICU almost every medical device gives vital signs recording possibility [17], but as the medical staff is limited safety regulations and precise monitoring aspects should be included. In therapeutic environments outside ICU the patient monitoring possibilities are more limited due to their less critical nature [14].

B. The model-based CDSS

A model-based CDSS can be devided in the following main parts:

- Appropriate subsystems;
- Data transformer subunit;
- Running environment.

However, a highly developed model-based DSS consist not only a modeling subsystem. In most of the cases, the model driven approaches have data-driven, knowledge-driven subsystem parts as well [11]. This is the consequence that for building up, operating and controlling a model all necessary data need to be collected giving accompanying explanation of the them.

In a CDSS the data could recovered from diverse sources. Hence, during the development of the CDSS it is important to transform all collected data (e.g. vital signs from medical devices; medical staff’s observations) and connected explanations (e.g. drug effect and dosing; necessary steps to stave off an arising clinical emergency situation) into unified data and knowledge subsystem. Thus, the models in the model subsystem can be adapted using the data subsystem, while the necessary information could taken from knowledge subsystem. Obviously, in some cases data could be the necessary information itself (e.g. actual heart rate frequency).

In a model-based situation the formalized data and knowledge subsystems represent accessories of the model-based subsystem. Therefore, these subparts are reduced and contain only those information which are strictly connected to the modeling tasks. Consequently, the data subsystem should contain every required data for modeling, while the knowledge subsystem should consist every information about the models, modeling tasks, modeling purposes, required additional data and the ability to transform these to usable form. In this way, the important information produced by modeling are quickly understandable and usable. For this purpose the usual solution is to create a unique ontology to be used only by the given CDSS [18].

An essential part of the core system is represented by the data transformer subunit. In CDSS systems data are collected from diverse data sources. Hence, they should be transferred into a directly usable form, which could be a standardized one (like XML, or XML-based formats) or individually defined data structures. Both solutions have their advantages and disadvantages. If a CDSS uses a standardized data structure, the communication between the external systems could be easier, the standards contain the necessary requirements and regulations and the development may become faster. However, if a CDSS uses an individual data structure, the developer can establish a more closer/safer system and every sensitive data will be under direct control. As a result, the safety of the system could be higher.

The running environment provides the core of the system, determines the abilities and possibilities of the system (see Section II-E).

Fig. 1. shows the basic structure of a model-based CDSS with its essential sub-parts.
C. Modeling questions

Nowadays, personalized healthcare has several definitions and meanings. Strictly, the medical staff gives all the time personalized treatment and drug delivery by the given patient condition’s particularities using the patient’s data (results of investigations, past conditions, chronic diseases, etc.). Popular definition is the genetic based one: the healthcare is personalized, if the medical staff uses the genetic information of the patient and provides care based on that [19], [20].

From modeling point of view personalization means that the mathematical model describes the patient’s given health phenomena / disease with given constraints. To reach this condition it is necessary to adapt the patient’s own data on the generally set mathematical model, or no model then to identify it based on the collected data. After the model is personalized and/or identified, it can be used for simulating different treatment protocols. This is known as in silico tests or virtual patient validations.

Further, from control perspective this "personalized model" can be used in control algorithms design, like studying the given unoriginal behavior of the patient, make parallel tests with the evolution of the real patient’s condition. The latter is the prerequisite idea of using for example Model Predictive Control (MPC), one of the mostly used control concept in model-based healthcare nowadays [21], [22]; however this concept may be used to realize other control algorithms as well [23].

A model-based CDSS can be formalized to provide a running environment of these models. Thus, the Model subsystem of a CDSS primarily should handle modeling and identification. If the CDSS is used to control the patient’s given characteristic then beyond satisfying the control tasks it should be able to give advises on realizing the control goals.

Fig. 2. represents a schematic structure of a system with the mentioned properties.

The purpose of a CDSS determines the type of the model needed. For example, if the CDSS purpose is to support surgical anesthesia, then anesthetic models should be implemented. In every case, before the model selection feasibility analysis is needed. If the goal is only to predict the change of a patient’s characteristics, modeling and identification is enough.

In this case, several identification methods can be used, but it should be on the complexity of the model and the available patient data. As every patient has unique parameters and these can change during the care, online data monitoring and online automated identification methods can ensure achieving the best results and lead to the personalized care. Obviously, if the circumstances are not given, other solutions (e.g. offline identification, identification based on preliminary data, etc.) can be used, but in this case, tight observation and critical handling of the results are needed [24].

If the CDSS purpose is to provide decision support based on model-based control of the patient’s characteristics, then this should be taken into consideration during model selection and control algorithm design as well. A practical solution of the problem represents the object-oriented, agent-based approach, when the model is handled as runnable object (as an agent) [25].

D. Available data sources

Several data sources are available to supply a CDSS system depending on the environment of the CDSS. Independent data sources are the followings:

- Hospital Information System (HIS) or Electronic Health Record (EHR) database: these systems can provide offline patient data (from the CDSS’s actual operation point of view) giving important feedback on the patient’s condition;
- Immediately recorded data by the medical staff: result of a hand-made investigation, like actual blood pressure; it can be on- and off-line as well;
- Patient feedback: if the situation lets, a patient could indicate its own condition.

Medical devices and sensors can record the patient data automatically and use them not just as passive records, but transmit and store activities (e.g. dosed drug amount) for model-based control purposes. Operating rooms and ICUs have numerous tools for patient monitoring; however, a nursing home has less monitoring possibilities. For example, a model-based CDSS supporting control of anesthesia in surgical environment requires the patient EEG (for bispectral index), ECG, neuromuscular blockade (NMB) monitoring, and other parameters. On the other hand, a CDSS supporting short-term tight glycemic control (TGC) for long term optimization of blood glucose levels may require only (but continuously) glycemic parameters [26]–[30].

E. Running environment

The realization environment of the system is a key question in the field of CDSS. Two options are available here:

- web-based running environment;
- non web-based running environment.

Web-based running environment is a convenient solution for the developers. Several highly developed and occasionally open-source tools can be built in a CDSS, from the web-browsers-based runtime platform to the client devices: computer terminals, smartphones, tablets, etc.
This solution provides an easy to use, cheap, standardized, flexible, extensible and interoperable system. However, the largest problems of a web-based CDSS consists in solving its availability (permanent online access), integration (collaboration with other systems, like hospital information system (HIS), or electronic health record (EHR) database) and on top of them, the data safety (safety handling of sensitive health data) [31], [32]. To develop it, the following tools are needed:

- Web supporting operating system;
- Web server;
- Content manager;
- Database manager;
- Appropriate language.

Non web-based solutions give the chance to create a uniquely closed system running on a computer terminal or on a central server. In this closed environment, without the web-based constraints a more secured system can be developed, but there is still a high risk of its availability (one or few systems are running on local servers; hence, access is possible only from the given local network). Obviously, it is possible to connect the local CDSS to other systems as well (even through the Internet) providing it some degree of flexibility [33].

F. Usability questions

Usability is a critical question in CDSS which is mostly determined by its purpose and the running environment. During the CDSS development general software ergonomic criterias should be followed: easy to use, convenient, logical graphical user interface (GUI), flexibly and adaptability on other available platforms. Moreover, it is needed to consider new challenges supported by mobile and wearable devices. These tools facilitate the access of CDSS; although, data safety should more critically envisaged.

G. Two possible examples of model-based CDSS

In the followings, we exemplify the usability of a Model-based CDSS by two different cases. First, we show how it may build up such a system in surgical environment to support the medical staff in the control of anesthesia. The second example will be a system with wide-range usability for TGC control in ICUs.

1) Model-based CDSS to support control of anesthesia in surgical environment: Fig. 3 shows the schematic structure of a complex, model-based CDSS system to support the control of anesthesia at surgical environment. On the figure one can see the available data sources (devices and sensors), data transformer subunits (to convert diverse data to unified ones), data subsystem (to contain every necessary data), knowledge subsystem (to contain every relations, information about the data and results of modeling subsystem) and modeling subsystem (to realize the modeling and control units).

2) Model-based CDSS to support glycemic control in several environments: TGC can be used at several hospitalized spaces with different purposes. Glycemic control has several benefits in short and long term as well (promoting healing after surgery, decreasing the chance for inflammation, providing better glycemic characteristics for diabetic or pre-diabetic patients, etc.). In ICUs the TGC has absolute relevance ([34]). Glycemic control is important at neonates and elderly patients,
but needs different approaches. The usual nursing environment may be different as well [24, 34–36].

Fig. 4 shows the schematic structure of a TGC supporting CDSS.

III. CONCLUSION

The goal of the current paper was to give a review on the model-based clinical support systems. We have shown the basic concept, the structure and the necessary parts of such a system, and we have presented the ideas to be considered during the development of a CDSS. We have demonstrated that these systems could have wide range usability and could support decision making in several clinical environments. To illustrate the CDSS concept we have given two examples of the model-based CDSS: one focusing on general anesthesia and one focusing on tight glycemic control with different purposes in ICUs.
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Figure 4. Model-based CDSS system for TGC realization with different purposes.


